Tower Crane Recertification Now Available
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) has announced the availability of its CCO Tower Crane recertification written examination. With the introduction of the new exam, crane operators who have been certified in tower crane operation can now make preparations to requalify in this category.

CCO Small and Large Telescopic Categories to Be Renamed
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) is renaming its large and small telescopic mobile crane categories. The “Small Telescopic, Less Than 17.5 Tons Capacity” category will be known as the “Small Telescopic, Fixed Cab” category, while the “Large Telescopic, More Than 17.5 Tons Capacity” will become the “Large Telescopic, Swing Cab” category.

New Cranes Featured on NCCCO Written Exams
The National Commission for the Certification of Crane Operators (NCCCO) is offering revised crane choices for its written specialty exams for its mobile crane program.

A Lampson Tradition
Visitors to the Tri-City area of Washington state in late July stood a good chance of witnessing a long lineup of blue crane booms lifting hydroplanes into the Columbia River. The annual event is the Water Follies Atomic Cup, and the booms belong to Lampson International.

55th Annual Governor’s Industrial Safety and Health Conference
Washington State hosted its 55th Annual Governor’s Industrial Safety and Health Conference at Spokane’s brand new Convention Center recently. The event took place on Wednesday, September 27th and Thursday, September 28, 2006.
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